June 4, 2010 Graduation Day at ESC-RMC School

On June 4, 2010, Ashley Will and Ryan Occhionero graduated from the ESC Rose Mary Ctr. School. The ceremony began at 1:30 with the graduates entering the gym to “Pomp and Circumstance”. Family, friends, classmates, students, staff, District Representatives from S. Euclid Lyndhurst and Euclid, and representatives from the Educational Service Center were there to witness the occasion. Maggie led us in the Pledge of Allegiance using an Augmentative Communication Device. Shelly Benson presented the class of 2010, while staff Helen and Denise assisted the students as they received their diplomas and presented their parents with flowers. Shelly, Helen and Denise worked hard to present a Senior Slide Show. Another slide show, highlighting each class and staff at the school was presented and enjoyed by all.

Ashley’s family and Ryan’s family each brought graduation cakes to share with all. A beautiful day and a joyous occasion.

Ryan is a resident at the RMC in Euclid and began attending the RMC School in August of 2000. Ashley lives at home and has been attending the school since February, 2004.

Ashley and Ryan will be attending an Adult Activity Center as they transition to the world beyond our school walls. We will miss you both, Ashley and Ryan and wish you the best in all you do. Please come back for a visit!
Night at the Oscars, May 7, 2010

…and on the red carpet, (clockwise from top), Aniyah and Bobbie; Faith and her grandmother, Bettie; Classroom 7; Classroom 4 with King and Queen of the Prom, Ryan and Ashley; a family moment with Ky’Shawn, mother and sister; Classroom 3; a blur of dancers dancing to the music of DJ Eddy.